CASE
STUDY
CONSTRUCTION IN
PROGRESS
DESTROYED BY FIRE

DE-CENTRALIZED & INCONSISTENT
RECORDKEEPING CAUSE INSURANCE
SETTLEMENT DELAYS
A mixed use new development suffered a massive 5-alarm
fire after 80 percent of the construction work had been
completed. The contractor and subcontractors tracked
their build activities by logging subjective representations
of work completed into daily logs using various methods,
including software platforms and simple spreadsheets.
The records of completed build activities did not consistently include photographic or video evidence of the work
in place, nor was the evidence created contemporaneous
to the performance of the work. Accordingly, the records
were not unimpeachable and they required a great deal
of effort and time to gather for presentation to an insurance adjuster for expedited payment under the Builder's
Risk Insurance policy. Time was of the essence to restart
construction activities.
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SOLUTION

1 REPOSITORY

CENTRALIZED DOCUMENT

Data captured by field crew is
automatically organized geospatially and by category in a central
repository.

2 CONSISTENT
RECORDKEEPING

3 EXPEDITED PAYMENT

Enable contemporaneous capture
of evidence by field crew. Document real time completed build
activities. Data is captured in a
uniform, logical way that is easily
mined.

Insurance adjusters can easily
access project data that enables
them to quickly evaluate losses
claimed and issue checks for rebuilding activities.

RESULTS

BENEFIT

Project owners can reduce losses caused by delays in insurance claims assessment and settlement by providing
immediate access to objective, reliable data regarding
work in place. When field crew use CTBIM, they are required to immediately record the completed build actvity and take photographic or video evidence of that
work. The CTBIM database, which includes proprietary
algorithms that automatically calculate percentage of
work completed by contractor, subcontractor and project-wide, provides objective project insights and increased visibility into field activities.

Insurance adjusters can see photographic or video evidence
of work in place, recorded in real time, from anyplace worldwide with web connectivity. Insurers are no longer required
to wait for owners to gather evidence of work in place before
the time of loss. Through the CTBIM database, adjusters can
have instant access to all the evidence, including contemporaneous documentation, of work in place immediately before
a catastrophic event. The reliable evidence in CTBIM enables
fast-tracked claims processing so that construction activities
can resume and structures can be placed into their intended
revenue generating use without unneccessary delay.

THE FUTURE
Aon Risk Solutions has vetted and identified CTBIM as a
leading construction and asset management technology
that can help reduce risk on construction projects. Access
to real time, objective data that provides greater transparency into construction field activities can mitigate schedule delay, subcontractor default, accelerate claims resolution and reduce costly litigation. Your next project, with
CTBIM, will be your most efficient. Enjoy a reduced risk
profile and better contractor and subcontractor controls that will allow you to quickly and more efficiently put your asset to its intended, revenue generating use.
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